ABSTRACT
NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS OF A HERMITIAN KERNEL AND AN ERROR ESTIMATE
by E. Rakotch is bounded in I. Then all eigenvalues A. of K(x,t) are real and there exists 1 an orthonormal set {yo (x)} of eigenfunctions (see [2] ), i.e., Further, it may be assumed that n lim r wen) (2) n~ i=l i and let lul =V(u,u)n and IIf\l = V(f,f) be the norms of the vector uEC n n and a complex function f(x), respectively. Now let J,lk ' k=l, ... n, be the. eigenvalues of the n x n matrix which is Hermitian; therefore, all the eigenvalues ~kn are real. Further, the eigenvectors z~n) of H are related to those of H by zk(~) = v:JD5 yk Ct:l) and if n n 1 1 1J all the z~n)are unit vectors, then (3) C Cn) yen)) = 0 yp , q n pq Lemma 1: Let u = (u l""u ) and A = (a~~~ be sequences of vectors and n n nn n 1J n x n matrices with complex elements. Then, n n (u,u) '" ~ Icu y(n)112=l: ICy(n)u) 1 2 n n n n' k 'n k ' n n k=l k=l (4) n n E w~n)w~n)la~n)12 = E Icyin))*B(n)yjn) 1 and the identities (4) are a direct consequence of (3) . Now n-klo i Jl-klo l.,J Denote by T(A) and U(F) the set of all eigenvalues of a square matrix A, and a kernel F(x,t), (X,t)EIxI, respectively.
From here on it will be assumed that the sets V = {a , ... a } and there are r real eigenvalues of modulus la. I, then every a. 1 a 2 occurs r.
times in W.
Further, let MkCF) and Nk(A) , k=l, ... r, be the moduli of the r reciprocal eigenvalues of FCx,t) and the r eigenvalues of A, respectively, of the largest
1+
1.
Wielandt [4] obtained, for som~ integration methods which are c.w.r.t.KCx,t) the following result:
In 2n sn be the r largest positive and the s smallest negative eigenvalues of H , and let
be the corresponding eigenvalues of K(x,t); then This result will be generalized in this paper for every integration method which is c~w.r.t. K (x,t). Now by (1) 
and by (7) b
where Let A k , k=l, ... r, be the r positive (negative) eigenvalues of the smallest modulus of K(x,t), ~kn' k=l, ... r, the r largest (smallest) eigenvalues of H , n n(n) -an nxn matrix defined by
.._ n·. -n (x. ,x. ).; w~" w.
-8
and let
Lemma 2: The eigenvalues ~ and A satisfy the relation 1n 1
Proof: By [1] p. 140 (which can be proved in the same manner for Hermitian kernels) there exists ~ * ETCH) such that
which by (1) reduces to
which proves the left-hand side of inequality (12) .
By (9) and (1) i~ follows
The functions K(x,X~n)), j=l, ... n, and consequently all Yk (x) such that J n llkn # 0, satisfy the Parseval equality (14) .! I(Ykn'Yi) 1 2 = \Iy kn ll 2
1=1
Hence, by the Bessel inequality and (3)
Le. 
By (1) and (9) -._- and by (8)
and assume that C > OJ then
I~~n -A k 11 ;. Il\n -A~ 11 = 1\lcnA n , and by (16) and lemma 1
a n a n ~ w~n)y (x~n))y (x~n)) = 0 + A A lb r n (z,t)y (t)y (z)dzdt
p q p q a a n p q
and by (17) c ~ Ig
q.e.d. 
and let y (x) be the corresponding approximate solution for an eigenfunction;
. n then by (1) g~n = (Yn'YR,) = (AR,~n)-1 eY(n) ,yin))n and consequently
... which, together with (6), yields
].
n l ' R, (14), (19), the Bessel inequality and (3) 
m=l m 1m mJ n 1 ' J m=l m m1. mJ n 1. ' J which, by changing the order of summation, (6) and (3) yields
n and by (20) C n
Lenuna 5: If V kn = max( I~kn I, IA~ 1 I) ~Crc; for some C > 1, then
whi.ch together with (18) implies
n (x,t) = n (x,t) -LAd y-(t) f n (x,u)y (u)du n n p= 1 P P p a n p and
n a n . . a n p= 1 P P pn P bb 
, 1=1, ... k, be the k extremal elgenvalues of H = w. w. L.. ) 1n n 1 . ) 1) such that Ak(~* -~k* ) ~ 0, where L~~) = L(x~n),x~n)); then by lemma 3
and by [3] p. 445 pn -""pn ""kn
. l I n 1 n 1 a n n 1= then by (7), (9), and (21) 
and n n L w~n) F; (X~n) t)U.= r w~n) F;*(X~n) t)V. = . ? 
Let A, , i:l, ... k, be the k extremal eigenvalues of L (x,t) such that
l.lkn (l1<n-kn ~ n l_I,-2N (~(n)) The inequality r kn .
In n In n follows by lemma 2, (18) and (21).
Convergence
Lemma 5 implies the following theorem, which generalizes the results of Wielandt [4] :
In 2n rn In 2n sn be the r largest positive and the s smallest negative eig~nvalues of H , and let n IA~ll > C ~ for every n > Nj therefore by lemma 5 11m ~k c: \ n-.oo n and Ak~kn>O for n sUfficiently large. Now if 
llin --:; n _.
A. 
where qk =Max Il.l _A~ll and the estimate for IE k (x) I :i 5 (I:i"\' f:~ ~ t·" (2tt).
n T kn 1. 'n k Const;;(!uently ~n(X) ~ 0 uniformly in I.
Since the estimate for ekn(x) involves an estimate for qkn' such an estimate can be found only if the multiplicity of A is known. Such an estimate can be k obtained, for instance, when A is a simple eigenvalue and in this case we k obtain by Theorem 1, (21), (12) and lemma 1:
If A is a simple eigenvalue of K(x,t) and the integration k method is c.w.r.t. K(x,t), then for some choice of eigenvectors y~n) such that
By definition ofYkn(x) it follows that
In the case where G(x,t) cannot be determined exactly, an approximation c kn of Ilyknll is found by applying some Auadrature formula for determining G(x,t) at the points (xIn) ,xjn)); then the approximate solution for an eigenfunction is taken to be ck~ ykn(x) and the error estimate is 5. Improved error estimates for simple eigenvalues and for positive definite kernels.
Error estimate for simple eigenvalues can be improved if the approximate eigenvalue ~kn satisfies the inequality are related to those of G(x,t), which are X~2, by the inequalities (see [3] p. 445)
IV k -~k-21 ~ M (n ), k= l, 2 , ...
The V kn ' k=l, ... n, are exactly the eigenvalues of the matrix L = (w~n) G(x~n) ,x~n))), which is similar to the Hermitian matrix A(n)
Now a procedure similar to that described in [3] for reciprocal eigenvalues of kernels leads to the inequalities ~ N (n(n)) k= 1,2, ...
lil~~ -vknl

'
where ~kn = 0 for k > n, which together with (25) yields lil~n -~~21 ~ M (nn) + N (n(n)), k=l,2, ... IA-1kl ~ M (n), k=1,2, ... [ " e ) ,
(1~r2e1 x-t ) (1_r n e (1_r2e1 t-x ) (1_r n e which, by further expansion, yields Inn(x,t)1 
